MRI-measurement of perfusion and glomerular filtration in the human kidney with a separable compartment model.
Recent animal studies with dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging have demonstrated that a separable compartment model provides more accurate assessments of glomerular filtration than the Patlak model. In this study, the feasibility of the separable compartment model for the measurement of perfusion and filtration in healthy humans is investigated. Dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging was performed in 15 healthy volunteers. Contrast enhancement curves were analyzed with the separable compartment model on whole kidney regions, cortex regions, and the pixel level. The region of interest values for the kinetic parameters were compared with those obtained from the Patlak model and from a model-free deconvolution analysis. The separable compartment model provides a good fit to the data over the entire dynamic range. All values of filtration (30 +/- 7.2 and 20 +/- 11 mL/100 mL/Min for kidney and cortex, respectively) are significantly higher than those of the Patlak model (24 +/- 6.4 and 15 +/- 11 mL/100 mL/Min). Values produced by the Patlak model have a higher variability. Whole kidney values of perfusion (229 +/- 57 mL/100 mL/Min) are significantly higher than those of a deconvolution analysis (210 +/- 50 mL/100 mL/Min). The separable compartment model is feasible for application in humans and sufficiently robust for a pixel analysis. Increased filtration values compared with the Patlak model suggest that the difference in accuracy observed in animal studies is relevant in humans. Increased perfusion values suggest that the separable compartment model corrects for known underestimations in the deconvolution analysis.